Get the most from your mobility solutions
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DXC Mobile Enterprise Services

Develop and implement a mobile service that changes the way you interact with customers, employees and partners.

Benefits

• Create mobile user experiences that enhance customer engagement, resulting in brand loyalty, revenue growth and higher margins.

• Build native and cross-platform mobile apps that enable employees to increase their productivity and effectiveness using their preferred devices.

• Deliver a secure management solution for bring-your-own-device (BYOD) scenarios, with a single service to efficiently manage mobile devices, PCs, applications and data.

• Reduce complexity with simple, flexible and cost-effective device life-cycle management.

• Simplify user authentication for cloud-based and mobile services, and protect data no matter where it lives.

User-oriented, digitally driven and mobile

Enterprises are recognizing that mobility and the digital world can convert customer interactions into revenue opportunities and enhance operational efficiency through employee productivity.

To deepen customer relationships and convert interactions into revenue growth opportunities, business leaders must engage customers by creating a personalized user experience.

IT leaders need to help improve business operational efficiency and employee productivity with secure, consistent user experiences across devices, platforms and channels. But it’s difficult to know where to turn for lasting solutions or providers, and how to choose a solution that customers and employees will embrace — one that’s simple to use with a consistent user experience across multiple device types and operating systems.

Create your integrated mobile solution

DXC Mobile Enterprise Services help clients develop new systems of engagement, using mobile technology to change the way they interact with their customers, employees and partners.

We work with you to design the new user experience; develop, test and deploy mobile applications; procure, provision and manage mobile devices; and still protect data in the digital world of mobile and cloud.

Do more with these key features

• Mobile Business Solutions. DXC helps clients develop and build mobile applications to enhance customer engagement and employee productivity. Our services help you design the new user experience, develop the mobile apps, integrate to existing systems of record and test across a range of mobile devices.

• Mobile Device Lifecycle. This unified service brings together all stages of the mobile device life cycle: procure, provision, manage, support, repair, dispose/recycle and refresh corporate mobile devices. The solution is device- and vendor-agnostic and is delivered as a service, with flexible components and pricing for simple consumption.

• Enterprise Mobility Management. This offering enables you to effectively manage mobile devices, applications and Windows images. DXC provides software, monitoring, controls and support to enable secure application and device-level management for all types of mobile platforms, including Apple, Android and Windows 10. We also deliver lightweight Windows 10 image management services.
• **Mobility Security Services.** Be ready for a mobile world with a cloud-based user ID and access management service that enhances the user experience with single sign-on features and simplified authentication. Protect sensitive company information across multiple devices, locations and even outside the organization — wherever and while on any network.

**Gain from our investments**

• **End-to-end mobility services.** DXC is a full-service provider in advisory, transformation and management services across devices, apps, identity, content, platforms and networks.

• **Domain expertise.** DXC has domain experts in mobility consulting, design, development, testing, integration, deployment, management, monitoring and analytics. We have detailed knowledge of our clients’ industries, business processes, applications and infrastructure environments.

• **Comprehensive mobile security.** DXC delivers comprehensive security methods, including authentication, containerization, encryption, threat monitoring and vulnerability scans. We help you secure your mobile solutions across every layer of the mobile technology stack, including device, application, data, platform and network.

• **Mobility technology partnerships.** DXC has established key partnerships for more than 30 years with leading mobility technology providers, such as Microsoft, VMware and SAP.

• **Flexible as-a-service models.** DXC can rapidly provision mobile solutions as a service on cloud technology, based on simple per-user or per-device per-month pricing models.

**Attain these benefits**

DXC helps you overcome IT challenges with the effective use of mobile tools, platforms and frameworks that accelerate the time to value of your mobile initiatives — and remove the complexity:

• Improve your customers’ experience
• Increase employees’ and management’s productivity and engagement
• Get a single-point provider — including hardware, software and services
• Reduce IT solution complexity
• Decrease enterprise mobility operations cost
• Drive revenue growth and accelerate innovation

**Take the next steps**

Gain significant benefits and overcome IT challenges by more effectively using mobile tools, platforms and frameworks. By doing so you can accelerate the time to value of your mobile initiatives while removing the complexity. Engage and talk with a DXC mobility services expert, and learn how DXC can help you meet your requirements.

**Learn more at**

www.dxc.technology/workplace_and_mobility

**Trust our expertise**

Meeting your business objectives is our priority. Working together, we can guide you from strategy to solution design, to implementation and integration with your existing infrastructure, and deliver with ongoing operations.

• DXC has more than 1,000 mobility and workplace clients in over 150 countries.

• DXC manages more than 1.4 million mobility seats, leveraging over 11 years of mobile experience supporting Apple, Android and Windows platforms.

• DXC leverages 1,200 application developers, creating mobile apps across all platforms.

**About DXC Technology**

DXC Technology (DXC: NYSE) is the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, helping clients harness the power of innovation to thrive on change. Created by the merger of CSC and the Enterprise Services business of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, DXC Technology serves nearly 6,000 private and public sector clients across 70 countries. The company’s technology independence, global talent and extensive partner network combine to deliver powerful next-generation IT services and solutions. DXC Technology is recognized among the best corporate citizens globally. For more information, visit www.dxc.technology.